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Abstract

The enforcement of intellectual property rights is dif�
�cult for digital data� One possibility to support the
enforcement is the embedding of digital watermarks
containing information about copyright owner and�or
receiver of the data� Watermarking methods have al�
ready been presented for audio� images� video� and
polygonal �D models� In this paper� we present a
method for digital watermarking of model animation
parameter data sets� for example MPEG�� facial ani�
mation parameters� The watermarks are additively
embedded into the parameter values and can be re�
trieved either from the watermarked parameters or
from video sequences rendered using the watermar�
ked animation parameters for head animation� For
retrieval from rendered sequences� the facial anima�
tion parameters have to be estimated �rst using ap�
propriate estimation methods� Experimental results
con�rm the applicability of the presented watermar�
king technique�

� Introduction

For rendering of video sequences using animated �D
models� usually � separate data sets are utilized� a
data set describing the basic shape of the �D object
�e�g� a wireframe or a spline surface�� a data set des�
cribing the surface brightness and color �the texture��
and a data set describing the temporal variation of
the model �the animation parameters�� For the spe�
cial case of animated head�and�shoulder sequences�
the International Standardization Organization �ISO�
has standardized a format for the representation and
animation of such �D models ����

Each of the three mentioned data sets can be re�
garded as an own entity where own associated intel�
lectual property rights may exist� As with all other
digital multimedia data� copy protection is di�cult to
achieve for �D model and animation data� Every copy
of digital data has the same �delity as the original�
Thus� mechanisms are desirable to enforce intellectual
property rights� One possible solution to the problem

is digital watermarking ���� Digital watermarking al�
lows to robustly embed copyright information� as well
as information about the receiver of data� into digi�
tal data� It does not prevent copying� but can help
to identify and trace back illegal copies of multimedia
data� Since textures of �D models are often represen�
ted as a �D image� most of the presented methods for
images ��� �� ��� are also applicable to watermarking
of texture images� �D polygonal models can be pro�
tected by watermarking using the methods suggested
in �����
We propose a method that allows to embed digital

watermarks into MPEG�� facial animation parame�
ters �in the following called FAPs�� The method de�
rives from ideas of spread spectrum communications�
and is applicable to other model animation parame�
ters as well� The watermark can either be retrieved
directly from the watermarked parameters� or from
the video sequence rendered from the model using the
watermarked parameters� In the latter case� the ani�
mation parameters have to be estimated from the se�
quence� and the watermark is then retrieved from the
estimated parameters�

� MPEG�� Face Animation

The video compression standards MPEG�� and
MPEG�� are widely known and used for video sto�
rage and distribution� The new standard MPEG�� ���
does also supply tools for video and still image com�
pression� but has additional functionalities and featu�
res beyond waveform�based compression� such as me�
chanisms for face animation� The tool of MPEG��
face animation allows the compression of head�and�
shoulder scenes down to bit�rates of very few kbit�s�
This is beyond today�s possibilities of waveform�based
compression� A generic face is prede�ned in MPEG��
and can be animated with facial animation parame�
ters �FAPs�� Additionally� a particular face can be
transmitted if desired using so�called facial de�nition
parameters �FDPs��
A set of  FAPs is de�ned in MPEG��� Annex C

���� It includes global head motion parameters �e�g�



head pitch and yaw angles� and local face motion pa�
rameters �e�g� opening of eyelids� opening of lips� mo�
vement of innerlip corners�� In total� there are �
FAPs controlling the jaw� chin� inner lips and cor�
nerlips� �� FAPs controlling the eyeballs� pupils and
eyelids� 	 FAPs controlling the eyebrows� � FAPs con�
trolling the cheeks� � FAPs controlling the tongue� �
FAPs controlling the global head rotation� �� FAPs
controlling the outer lip positions� � FAPs controlling
the nose� and � FAPs controlling the ears� It is valid
to transmit only a subset of the de�ned FAPs in order
to animate a head model� The output of the MPEG��
decoding process is a stream of decoded FAPs� It is
left to the implementation how to generate the FAPs
at the transmitter side� and how to animate the �D
head model with the FAPs at the receiver side�
In the following� we regard the FAPs as a time�

varying kmax�dimensional vector FAP�t� where kmax
is the number of transmitted FAPs �kmax � ��
t is the integer time index of the video frame� and
FAPk�t� is the k�th FAP at time t �k � f� � � � kmaxg��
Thus� FAPk�const�t� denotes a sequence of a certain
FAP value over time� while FAP�t � const�� denotes
all FAPs at a given time instant�

� Analysis of Facial Animation

Parameters from Video Se�

quences

While the MPEG�� standard does not specify how to
generate FAPs� we need a method which determines
FAPs from video sequences in order to retrieve embed�
ded watermarks from rendered sequences� A suitable
method has been presented in ��� �� and was used to
obtain the FAPs from rendered sequences in the sec�
tion on experimental results�
The approach for the estimation of the facial para�

meters is model�based and combines a motion model
of an explicit �D textured wireframe with the optical
�ow constraint from the video data� This leads to a li�
near algorithm that is robustly solved in a hierarchical
framework with low computational complexity�
The inputs to the estimation method are the video

sequence and the �D model of the head shown in the
sequence� and the output are the estimated MPEG�
� animation parameters� The method estimates the
FAPs with very satisfying accuracy� For details� please
refer to ��� ���

� Watermarking of MPEG��

Facial Animation Parameters

For embedding of watermark data into the FAPs� we
adopt a spread spectrum approach �� that has been
applied similarly to image and video watermarking be�
fore ��� �� 	�� The idea is to apply small changes to the

FAPs that seem random and are not conspicuous but
correlate with a secret pseudo�random key� The cor�
relation can be exploited to retrieve the embedded in�
formation later on� The watermark information to be
embedded may be any arbitrary �D or �D bit pattern�
Here we regard the watermark as a �D bit pattern

WM�m�n� � f���
�g ���

with m � � � � �mmax and n � � � � � nmax�

��� Watermark Embedding

One basic concept of watermarking is to distribute
one bit of watermark information over more than one
FAP� For ease of understanding� we embed one bit of
watermark information into a M �N block of FAPs�
that means into M consecutive FAPs over N conse�
cutive time instants� but we could also distribute one
bit of watermark information over M �N randomly
chosen FAPs from the whole set of FAPs� FAPk�t��
Before embedding� the stretched bit pattern is mo�

dulated� i�e� multiplied� with a �ltered pseudo noise
pattern PN�k� t�� This pseudo noise pattern is the
secret key used for embedding� and the modulation
makes the modulation product di�cult to detect and
manipulate� The pseudo�noise pattern can be genera�
ted by any mean�free random number generator that
produces binary output values �� and 
�� For a dis�
cussion about the choice of a good pseudo random
generator� please refer to ���� We use a �ltered pseudo
noise pattern that is lowpass �ltered along t� e�g� with
a ��tap lowpass �lter� in order to decrease the noi�
siness in the watermarked FAPs which could result
in annoying noisy behaviour of the head model� Be�
fore �nally adding the modulated bit pattern to the
FAPs� we apply an amplitude adaptation in order to
limit visible distortions� We found it a good choice
to limit the maximum deviation of the watermarked
FAPs from the unwatermarked FAPs to � � of the
dynamic range for local FAPs like lip movement� and
� � of the dynamic range for global FAPs like head
rotation� We denote this amplitude adaptation by a
factor of ��k� which is an amplitude factor for FAPk�
Thus� the watermarked FAPs are

FAPWM

k
�t� � FAPk�t�


�WM�bk�Mc� bt�Nc� � PN�k� t� � ��k�� ���

where b� � �c is the �oor operator�
Since the FAPs are a highly compressed represen�

tation of human face expressions� and since their data
volume is very low� the signal space which can be used
to embed information is also very limited� This results
in the fact that the information embedded into the
FAPs is not robust enough to resist all possible kinds
of attacks� unless M �N is increased very much� that
is� the data rate for the watermark information is de�
creased very much� However� already for choices ofM



andN like the ones that were used for the experiments
in Section �� namely M � � and N � �� there is a
certain robustness� and manipulation of single FAPs
or DCT�based video compression of sequences rende�
red from the FAPs are not su�cient to impair the
watermark�
The method according to ��� can easily be applied

to streaming or �xed�length FAPs sequences in order
to embed information in real�time� like the ID of a
downloading client for download on the WWW� The
data rate rWM of the watermark �the number of bits
per second� depends on the number kmax of trans�
mitted FAPs� frame rate R �number of FAPs sets per
second�� and the number M � N of FAPs that one
bit of watermark information is embedded into and is
rWM � kmax�R

M�N
�

��� Watermark Retrieval from Water�

marked Parameters

Retrieval of the embedded watermark from the wa�
termarked FAPs is done by subtraction of the unwa�
termarked FAPs from the watermarked FAPs� subse�
quent correlation with the same �ltered PN sequence
that has been used for embedding �and which is the
secret key�� summation over the window for each wa�
termark bit� and thresholding as a bit decision� Put
into an equation� the reconstructed watermark WM
is

WM�m�n� �

sign
�P

k

P
t

�
FAPWM

k
�t�� FAPk�t�

�
� PN�k� t�

�
���

��� Watermark Retrieval from Rende�

red Video Sequences

If the watermarked FAPs have been used to animate
a head model and render a video sequence� and if the
video sequence is available but the FAPs are not� the
watermark cannot directly be retrieved� It is howe�
ver possible to estimate the FAPs from the rendered
sequence� for example with the method presented in
��� ��� and to use the estimated FAPs to retrieve the
watermark� Of course this is only possible if the vi�
deo sequence is rendered such that the FAPs can be
estimated� For example� mouth and eye of the model
should be visible� The needed steps are estimation of
the FAPs from the rendered sequence� and subsequent
retrieval of the watermark from the estimated FAPs
as described in Section ����

� Experimental Results

In an experimental set�up� we have embedded a binary
information of � bytes into two di�erent FAP streams
of size kmax � ��� t � ��	 �since the frame rate is ��
frames per second� these FAP streams represent se�
quences of ���

��
� ���� seconds each�� Thus� M � �

and N � �� and each bit of watermark information
has been embedded into � parameters over � frames�
i�e�� into ��� FAPs� The �rst bit of watermark infor�
mation has thus been embedded into FAPs � and �
over the �rst � frames� the second bit into FAPs �
and � over the �rst � frames� and the last bit into
FAPs �� and � over frames ��� to ��	� The data rate
rWM of the watermark is ��	 bit�s �the frame rate is
�� Hz�� Please note that only a subset of �� out of
the  admissible FAPs has been used here� If all pos�
sible FAPs are transmitted� more information can be
embedded�
In the �rst experiment� we tried to retrieve the wa�

termark information directly from the watermarked
FAPs according to ���� It should be noted that in
this case the watermarked FAPs were known� and the
FAPs did not have to be estimated� as for the follo�
wing experiments� For both used FAP sequences� it
was possible to retrieve the watermarks without er�
rors� as one would expect�
In the second experiment� the two watermarked

FAP streams have been used to render two di�erent
animated head models into video sequences� The
background was static in both cases� and the used
resolution was �����		 pixels� Figure � shows repre�
sentative frames from the two sequences� The FAPs

Figure �� Representative frames from the two se�
quences rendered from animated �D head models�

were then estimated from the video sequences as des�
cribed ��� ��� and the watermarks were retrieved from
the estimated watermarked FAPs� For both used FAP
sequences� it was possible to retrieve the watermarks
without errors�
In the third experiment� we have used the rendered

sequences of the second experiment and have compres�
sed�decompressed them using MPEG�� video com�
pression� The bit�rate was chosen to ��� kbit�s for the
�rst sequence and �� kbit�s for the second sequence�
Figure � shows representative frames from the two
compressed sequences� The FAPs were then estimated
from the compressed�decompressed video sequences
as described in ��� ��� and the watermarks were retrie�
ved from the estimated watermarked FAPs� For both
used FAP sequences� it was possible to retrieve the
watermarks without errors for the chosen parameters�
This successful retrieval from the MPEG�� compres�
sed sequences demonstrates that there is inherent ro�



Figure �� Example frames from the rendered and sub�
sequently MPEG�� encoded video sequences� The de�
tails demonstrate the compression artefacts�

bustness in the watermark� We noticed however that�
depending on the bit�rate of video compression and
the data�rate of the embedded watermark� bit errors
may occur� This is shown in Fig� � where we have re�
peated the third experiment for the �rst FAP stream
and for di�erent choices of M and N �di�erent tilings
of the FAPs�time�plane� and� thus� for di�erent wa�
termark data rates rWM � Shown here is the bit error
rate of the watermark information vs� the data rate of
the watermark information� Though there is clearly a
tendency to lower bit error rates of the watermark in�
formation for low data rates� sometimes bit error rates
up to ��� may still occur� due to estimation errors in
the FAPs estimation� Thus� it is advisable to protect
the watermark information with an error correcting
code�
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Figure �� Bit error rates of watermarks retrieved from
a rendered and MPEG�� encoded video sequence for
di�erent choices of the watermark data�rate�

� Conclusions

We have presented a spread spectrum watermarking
method which allows to embed information such as
copyright information into �D head model animation
parameters as they are used in MPEG�� face ani�
mation� This allows to enforce intellectual property
rights �IPR� for animation parameters in a similar
way as it has previously been proposed for images�
video ���� and �D polygonal models ����� The water�
mark is embedded into the FAPs and can be retrieved
from the watermarked FAPs or from a video sequence
rendered with the watermarked FAPs� For the latter
case� the parameters have to be estimated from the
rendered sequence� A suitable estimation method has
been described in ��� ��� We have shown results con�
�rming the applicability of the scheme� Applications
are for example marking and protection of MPEG��
FAP data available on the internet or broadcasted in
video delivery networks�
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